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EDITORIAL
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New editors-in-chief and 40th anniversary of RRR

Mikaela Backman1 · Thomas Brenner2 · Georg Hirte3 · Iris Wanzenböck4
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© The Author(s) 2020, corrected publication 2021

Mikaela Backman, Jönköping International Business School (JIBS), and Iris
Wanzenböck, Utrecht University, joined Thomas Brenner and Georg Hirte as
editors-in-chief of the Review of Regional Research (RRR) in 2020.

Mikaela Backman is an associate professor at JIBS. She has a background in
economics and her research focuses on entrepreneurship, regional economics and
firm dynamics. Iris Wanzenböck is an assistant professor at Utrecht University. She
is educated in economic geography, economics and political science. Her research
interests focus on science and innovation, knowledge networks and innovation pol-
icy.

These appointments aim at strengthening the RRR that celebrates it’s 40th an-
niversary this year. The German speaking section (GfR) of the European Regional
Science Association (ERSA) launched the journal in 1980, named as “Jahrbuch
für Regionalwissenschaft”. Since 2006 the journal has been published by Springer.
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In 2013, Klaus Schöler finished his sixteen-year term as editor-in-chief and Georg
Hirte jumped in. Shortly afterwards, the journal switched to the current English title
“Review of Regional Research” and started to publish almost exclusively papers
written in English. Though the journal aimed to focus on regional science, regional
economics was the overwhelmingly dominant field in RRR. To change this, Thomas
Brenner was invited to become editor and, in 2015, he joined Georg Hirte as editor-
in-chief. This change actually was very successful in making the journal much more
at home in the broad field of regional science. Further, more and more authors from
non-German-speaking countries detected the journal and RRR published a couple
of special issues focusing on universities and regions.

The new editors are the first non-members of GfR serving as editors-in-chief.
They will help strengthening RRR’s interdisciplinarity and internationalization. The
enlarged team aims at extending the range of topics present in the journal, increasing
the network of authors interested in publishing in RRR and expanding the number of
published papers per year. The journal is now also present at facebook (reviewofre-
gionalresearch) and twitter (@ReviewRegional).
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